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Abstract - The problem of predicting the next outcome of an individual binary sequence, based on past
observations which are corrupted by arbitrarily varying memoryless additive noise, is considered. The goal
of the predictor is'to perform, for each individual sequence, "almost" as well as the best in a set of experts,
where performance is evaluated using a general loss
function. This setting is a generalization of the original problem of universal prediction of individual
sequences relative to a set of experts (cf., e.g., [Z] and
the many references therein).

I. INTRODUCTION
The noise model considered in this work is that where the observation available to the predictor to make its prediction for
time t is the vector (yl,. . . , yt-l), where y, = Z; r*, z, is
the clean bit, at, time i , and r = { r t , t 2 1) is some arbitrarily
varying memoryless noise process. The additive noise model
considered in this work differs from the binary-valued noise
model considered in [I], [3]-[5] (where the observed bit is the
bitwise XOR. of the clean bit and the noise bit) and joins it
to give a more complete picture for the noisy setting [6]. It
is shown that even in this noisy environment, when the information available regarding the past sequence is incomplete, a
predictor can be guaranteed to successfully compete with a
whole set of prediction schemes in considerably strong senses. Furthermore, these performance guarantees are valid for
a very large family of noise processes, though the predictor
itself does not depend on the statistical characterization of
the particular active noise process within this class. In other
words, it is twofold universal where, in this context, twofold
universality stands for universality in the usual sense (w.r.t.
the experts in the class and all possible sequences) and w.r.t.
a family of noise distributions.
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Letting L F ( x " ) kf E L F ( ~ " , x "denote
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the expected loss of
F when the underlying individual sequence is z", we define the worst-case relative expected loss of a predictor P by

R*(P,F) 'Af max,ne{o,l)n(lp(zn) - infFEF ~ p ( z " ) ) . It is
shown that, for a large class of loss functions, for any finite set of experts 3, there exists a predictor P such that
R,(P, 37) = O((ln n)' . In 131),while for another class of loss
functions we have R , ( P , 3 ) =
Further results show, however, that the prediction strategies that we suggest are guaranteed to be doing well in considerably stronger senses. It is shown that under some mild
additional conditions on the noise process, the predictor P
satisfies
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for some deterministic constant c . It is further shown that,,
using t,his same predictor, we also have
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where, Z(E,B)> 0, which lower bounds the possible exponential rate of the decay, is independent of the expert class
T.
The remarkable feature of the- predictors that we employ
is the strong sense in which they are twofold universal. The
above described performance bounds hold with the same universal predictor P , regardless of the particular state sequence
driving the noise process.
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